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GREEN FORM AND
EXPANDED GREEN FORM 40RE, USE OF
THE GREEN FORM
The Green Form is a precision tool which covers the things bugging a case that no other list
will detect. It is not intended to correct session errors or cure high or low TA. It specializes in picking up the peculiarities and elements of a PC’s life which are out of view in normal auditing and
which cause a case to behave unusually. The case may not be particularly resistive, just bugged or
not making sense and the Green Form is the list to use to sort it out. It is an excellent C/S tool for
getting an estimate of a case and getting it untangled.
You can assess it Method 3 and handle, not going beyond the first F/N, when the rudiments
won’t fly at the start of session, but its real use is to assess Method 5 and then send to the C/S for
programming.
If the case appears to be resistive or hasn’t sorted out after a full handling of all reading
items has been done on the Green Form, then the No. 40 question, called the Resistive Cases Assessment, is assessed Method 5.

RESISTIVE CASES
Each item on the Resistive Cases Assessment has a corresponding section on the Expanded
Green Form 40RD. When an item reads on the Resistive Cases Assessment, you go to the section
of the Expanded Green Form 40RD which corresponds (by letter) and assess Method 5 that section.
You assess one section of the Expanded Green Form 40RD for each Resistive Cases Assessment item that reads. For example, on the Resistive Cases Assessment, Item C “Audited With
Ruds Out” and Item 1-2 “Has Taken Drugs” read. The auditor will now go to the Expanded Green
Form 40RD, assess all of Section C “Audited With Ruds Out” and all of Section I “Has Taken
Drugs.”
Then, depending on C/S instructions, the auditor will l) return the folder to the C/S for programming of the case based on the reads he has just gotten or, if he has C/S okay, 2) handle the
reads per the instructions given for each reading question.
HANDLING READS

The sections of the Expanded Green Form 40RD have been arranged in the order in which
they are to be taken up if reading.
Occasionally an item may read on the Resistive Cases Assessment, but give no reads on the
assessment of the appropriate section of the EXGF 40RD. (Example: Section G “Seriously Physically Ill” reads on the Resistive Cases Assessment, but when the auditor assesses Section G on the
EXGF 40RD, even after putting in the buttons, there are no reads.) If this occurs, check False and
Protest and take the item to an F/N.
CLEARS, OT's AND DIANETIC CLEARS
The Green Form and especially the Expanded Green Form 40RD call for Dianetic handlings (R3RA) on many items. In using these lists on someone who is Clear, OT or Dianetic Clear,
NO Dianetic handlings are done on any items, nor is any activity to be engaged in which brings
about further engram running.
Where Dianetic handlings are called for on items, there are given additional, special handlings for Clears, OT's and Dianetic Clears, which consist of indicating the bypassed charge, letting the person tell you about it if he wishes and indicating the F/N.
This, of course, cannot be considered a full handling for many items and the Clear, OT or
Dianetic Clear should be programmed for NED for OT's as soon as possible to fully handle any
areas of case which, due to his case state, are beyond the scope of New Era Dianetics.
DRUGS
If unhandled drugs are reading, drugs must be fully handled with the NED Drug Rundown
as soon as the EXGF 40RD is complete.
If a Clear, OT or Dianetic Clear is being a resistive case due to unhandled drugs. the answer is to program the person for a Sweat Program and even Objectives. (You do not run
engrams.) The Sweat Program and Objectives will handle drugs where they are hanging up a
Clear, OT or Dianetic Clear.
END PHENOMENA
Otherwise. unless you have missed a read, you will have handled the resistiveness of the
pc’s case upon completion of the EXGF 40RD.
The Green Form, used by itself, or with the EXGF 40RD will solve cases that no other list
will handle. They will get a PC winning who has been making no or slow case gains due to some
peculiarity or element of his life or case, and they will do this faster and more easily than ever before.
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